
through acres of saw grass and past “islands” of trees, its waters,
even in the wet season, rarely deeper than 2 feet (0.6 meters).
But, again like the Hudson or the Mississippi, the Everglades
bears the significant imprint of civilization.

Since the close of the Pleistocene, 10,000 years ago, the
Everglades has been the natural drainage course for the
periodically abundant overflow of Lake Okeechobee. As the lake
filled during the wet summer months or as hurricane winds blew
and literally scooped the water out of the lake basin, excess water
spilled over the lake’s southern rim. This overflow, together with
rainfall collected en route, drained slowly southward between Big
Cypress Swamp and the sandy flatlands to the west and the
Atlantic coastal ridge to the east, sliding finally into the brackish
water of the coastal marshes (Figure 13.7).

Water has always been the key factor in the life of the
Everglades. Three-fourths of the annual average 55 inches 
(140 cm) of rainfall occurs in the wet season, June through
October, when water levels rise to cover 90% of the land area 
of the Everglades. In normal dry seasons in the past, water
covered no more than 10% of the land surface. Throughout much
of the Everglades, and prior to recent engineering activities, this
seasonal rain cycle caused fluctuations in water levels that
averaged 3 feet (0.9 meters). Both occasional severe flooding and
prolonged drought accompanied by fire imposed periodic stress
upon the ecosystem. It may be that randomly occurring ecologic
trauma is vital to the character of the Everglades.

Three dominant biological communities—open water, saw
grass, and woody vegetation—reflect small, but consistent,

differences in the surface elevation of peat soils that cover the
Everglades (Figure 13.8). The open-water areas occur at the lower
soil elevations; inundated much of the year, they contain both
sparse, scattered marsh grasses and a mat of algae. The saw grass
communities develop on a soil base only a few inches higher than
that in the surrounding open glades. The soil base is thickest under
the tree islands. The few inches’ difference in soil depth apparently
governs the species composition of these three communities. 

Today, the Everglades is no longer precisely a natural river.
Much of it has been altered by an extensive program of water
management, including drainage, canalization, and the building
of locks and dams. Large withdrawals of groundwater for
municipal and industrial use have depleted the underlying
aquifer and permitted the landward penetration of seawater
through the aquifer and through the surface canals. Thousands
of individual water-supply wells have been contaminated by
encroaching saline water; large biotic changes have taken place
in the former freshwater marshes south of Miami. Mangroves—
indicators of salinity—have extended their habitat inland, and
fires rage across areas that were formerly much wetter. The
ecotone—the zone of stress between dissimilar adjacent
ecosystems—is altering as a consequence of these human-
induced modifications of the Everglades ecosystem.

The organization, structure, and functional dynamics 
of the Everglades ecosystems are thus undergoing change. The
structured relationships of its components—in nature affected
and formed by stress—are being subjected to distortions by
humans in ways not yet fully comprehended.

PART II: REGIONS IN THE CULTURE–
ENVIRONMENT TRADITION
The earth science tradition of geography imposes certain
distinctive limits on area analysis. However defined, the
regions that may be drawn are based on nature and do not
result from human action. The culture–environment tradi-
tion, however, introduces to regional geography the infinite
variations of human occupation and organization of space.
There is a corresponding multiplication of recognized
regional types and of regional boundary decisions.

Despite the differing interests of physical and cultural
geographers, one element of study is common to their con-
cerns: that of process. The “becoming” of an ecosystem, of a
cultural landscape, or of the pattern of exchanges in an eco-
nomic system is an important open or implied part of nearly
all geographic study. Evidence of the past as an aid to
understanding of the present is involved in much geo-
graphical investigation, for present-day distributional pat-
terns or qualities of regions mark a merely temporary stage
in a continuing process of change.

Population as Regional Focus
(See “World Population Distribution,” p. 210)
In no phase of geography are process and change more
basic to regional understanding than in population studies.
The human condition is dynamic and patterns of settlement
are ever changing. Although these spatial distributions are
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Figure 13.7 The Everglades is part of a complex of
ecosystems stretching southward in Florida from Lake
Okeechobee to the sea. Drainage and water-control systems 
have altered its natural condition.



related to the ways that people utilize the physical environ-
ment in which they are located, they are also conditioned by
the purposes, patterns, and solutions of those who went
before. In the following extract taken from the work of
Glenn T. Trewartha, a dean of American population geogra-
phers, notice how population regionalization—used as a
focal theme—ties together a number of threads of regional
description and understanding. The aspirations of colonist-
conquerors, past and contemporary transportation pat-
terns, physical geographic conditions, political separatism,
and the history and practice of agriculture and rural land
holdings are all introduced to give understanding to popu-
lation from a regional perspective.

Population Patterns of Latin America4

A distinctive feature of the spatial arrangement of population in
Latin America is its strongly nucleated character; the pattern is
one of striking clusters. Most of the population clusters remain
distinct and are separated from other clusters by sparsely
occupied territory. Such a pattern of isolated nodes of settlement
is common in many pioneer regions; indeed, it was characteristic
of early settlement in both Europe and eastern North America. 
In those regions, as population expanded, the scantily occupied

Figure 13.8 Open water, saw grasses, and tree islands, all visible in this scene, constitute separate biomes of the Everglades, which
is home also of a teeming animal life. 
© Reinhard Eisele/CORBIS.

4From Glenn T. Trewartha, The Less Developed Realm: A Geography of Its
Population. Copyright © 1972 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reprinted by
permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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